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Reminder  of the 13th International C. elegans Meeting

Paul  Sternberg
HHMI and Division of Biology, 156-29, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125

The 13th International C. elegans Meeting will be held June 22-26, 2001
at The University of California, Los Angeles, which is located in the
Westwood section of Los Angeles.   Members of the Organizing Committee
for this meeting are Paul Sternberg (chair), Susan Strome, Ralf
Schnabel, Monica Driscoll, Jim Thomas, Jocelyn Shaw and Alex van der
Bliek.  

The format of the meeting will be different from that of previous C.
elegans meetings to accommodate the growth of the field. The mornings
will have two-hour parallel platform sessions and one-hour workshops. 
There will be afternoon poster sessions and evening plenary sessions. We
plan to have four plenary sessions of oral presentations and three
poster sessions. More people will be able to speak with this format.  

A pamphlet describing meeting details and how to register, submit
abstracts, and request financial aid will be emailed to all Worm
Breeder’s Gazette subscribers, and will be downloadable from WormBase
(http://www.wormbase.org ). Abstract submission will be handled
electronically at http://elegans.swmed.edu (thanks to Leon Avery!).  

Registration will be handled electronically at a site to be announced.

The deadline for registration, submission of abstracts, and sending
financial aid requests is April 5, 2001.
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2001 Genetic Map of C. elegans : Call for Data

Jonathan  Hodgkin 1 , Sylvia Martinelli 2

1Genetics Unit, Dept of Biochemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3QU, UK
2The Sanger Centre, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, Hinxton Hall, Hinxton,  Cambridge CB10 1SA, 
UK

The deadline for new genetic map data to be incorporated into the 2001 Genetic Map of Caenorhabditis
elegans (Printed Version) is 31 May 2001. As usual, the 2001 Map will be distributed as the last issue of
this volume (Volume 16) of the Worm Breeders Gazette.  This will also include lists of registered
laboratories, gene names, genes, rearrangements and balancers.   

Genetic map data, as well as information on gene/sequence links, new loci, polymorphisms and
rearrangements, and gene name proposals can be communicated to the CGC via the Sanger Centre 
website:

http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/C_elegans/CGC/ 

In particular, please note that proposed new gene names should be registered with the CGC before
publication.   This helps to ensure conformity with standard nomenclature, to avoid duplicated,
unnecessary or inappropriate gene names, and to update the relevant databases.   A summary of current
recommendations for genetic nomenclature in Caenorhabditis elegans can be found at: 
http://elegans.swmed.edu/Genome/nomen.html

Data can also be sent by e-mail to cgc@mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk , or by fax or mail to J. Hodgkin.   For large
datasets, this may be a more convenient method of submission than the website.   Standard forms for
data submission are available by e-mail or fax on request to: 

Jonathan Hodgkin

Genetics Unit, Dept of Biochemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3QU, UK 

e-mail: jah@bioch.ox.ac.uk

Fax: (+44) 1865 275318
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PRACTICAL COURSE ANNOUNCEMENT:   31st WELLCOME
TRUST ADVANCED COURSE

Jonathan  Hodgkin 1 , Alan Coulson 2 , Patricia Kuwabara 2

1Genetics Unit, Dept of Biochemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3QU, UK
2The Sanger Centre, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, Hinxton Hall, Hinxton,  Cambridge CB10 1SA, 
UK

A practical course on Molecular, Genetic and Informatic Methods for C. elegans will take place at the
Sanger Centre, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, Hinxton, Cambridge, England, from Monday 10th
September -- Tuesday 18th September 2001.    Course instructors will be Alan Coulson, Jonathan
Hodgkin and Patricia Kuwabara. 

The course will be similar in format and content to the 27th Wellcome Trust Advanced Course, which was
held at the Sanger Centre in September 2000, with the same instructors. For further details, see the
Wellcome Trust Courses website (http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/en/1/biosersss.html).   

Application deadline: 22nd June 2001
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Ver midi IV

Nathalie  Pujol 1 , Jonathan Ewbank 2

1 IBDM, Marseille
2CIML, Marseille

La quatrième réunion annuelle 

des équipes françaises ayant un intérêt pour C. elegans

se tiendra le 

Vendredi 23 février 2001

à Luminy, Marseille.

 

 

Contact: pujol@ibdm.univ-mrs.fr ewbank@ciml.univ-mrs.fr
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Center  For C. elegans Anatomy Expands its Archives

David  Hall
Albert Einstein College of Medicine Bronx, NY 10461

We have recently received thousands of archival prints from the collections of the MRC-LMB in
Cambridge and from the White lab in Madison. When added to the extensive collections we have
received from the former Russell lab, and from our own files, we now have a staggering number of prints
and negatives. Over the next few years we will scan selected prints from wild type and mutant animals
into digital format, including the original annotations used in analysing and reconstructing the various
tissues. We expect to make some digital data available to the community by the time of the International
meeting in late June 2001. Due to bandwidth restrictions, we expect to write the data onto either CDs or
DVDs for now, as the large file sizes required for the images will make it difficult to transfer files over the
web. John White has retained archival prints covering the region of the vulva in Madison, but virtually all
the rest of the MRC-LMB collection is now stored here in New York. We are very appreciative of the
consideration of both John White and Jonathan Hodgkin in choosing us as the new repository for this 
collection.

We welcome visitors to visit our laboratory if they wish to view the data in the print archive. Directions on
how to reach us are listed on our website. Please email, call or write us in advance, to know when to
expect you. 

 

http://www.aecom.yu.edu/wormem/

hall@aecom.yu.edu

718-430-2195
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Postdoctoral  Position Available

Eli  Y. Adashi
eadashi@hsc.utah.edu

The Laboratory of Reproductive Sciences of the Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology at the University of Utah Health Sciences Center is
pleased to offer a position to qualified postdoctoral trainees with
C.elegans experience who may wish to secure exposure to mammalian
reproductive physiology while interfacing with the local C.elegans
community. Funding for one position is available effective immediately.
The purpose of this initiative, among other objectives, is to accelerate
the pace of discovery (through the use of the C.elegans paradigm) of
novel genes applicable to the mammalian reproductive axis. The
laboratory in question for which the principal investigator is Dr. Eli
Y. Adashi is focusing on the molecular endocrinology of the mammalian
ovary, novel gene discovery and tissue-specific gene ablation
technology. The Adashi Laboratory is currently comprised of postdocs
(7), technical personnel, and administrative personnel for a total of 15
members. The C.elegans community at the University of Utah is a strong
and vibrant one complimenting broad strength in developmental biology
and in human genetics. Strong parallel programs in mouse and Zebrafish
genetics are likewise available. 

Please feel free to send any and all inquires to Eli Y. Adashi, M.D.,
Presidential Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, John A. Dixon
Professor and Chair, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University
of Utah Health Sciences Center at eadashi@hsc.utah.edu.
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Walker RJ;Franks CJ;Pemberton D;Rogers C;Holden-Dye L
Physiological and pharmacological studies on nematodes.
Acta Biologica Hungarica 51: 379-394 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4356
Wolkow CA;Kimura KD;Lee MS;Ruvkun G
Regulation of C. elegans life-span by insulinlike signaling in the
nervous system.
Science 290: 147-150 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4357
Meier P;Finch A;Evan G
Apoptosis in development.
Nature 407: 796-801 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4358
Cassata G;Kuhn F;Witmer A;Kirchhofer R;Burglin TR
A steep thermal gradient thermotaxis assay for the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans.
Genesis 27: 141-144 2000
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ARTICLE

CGC #4359
Hood TE;Calabrese EJ;Zuckerman BM
Detection of an estrogen receptor in two nematode species and inhibition
of binding and development by environmental chemicals.
Ecotoxicology & Environmental Safety 47: 74-81 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4360
Cassata G;Rohrig S;Kuhn F;Hauri HP;Baumeister R;Burglin TR
The Caenorhabditis elegans Ldb/NLI/Clim orthologue ldb-1 is required for
neuronal function.
Developmental Biology 226: 45-56 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4361
Tam T;Mathews E;Snutch TP;Schafer WR
Voltage-gated calcium channels direct neuronal migration in
Caenorhabditis elegans.
Developmental Biology 226: 104-117 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4362
Branda CS;Stern MJ
Mechanisms controlling sex myoblast migration in Caenorhabditis elegans
hermaphrodites.
Developmental Biology 226: 137-151 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4363
Jones D;Candido EPM
The NED-8 conjugating system in Caenorhabditis elegans is required for
embryogenesis and terminal differentiation of the hypodermis.
Developmental Biology 226: 152-165 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4364
Meesapyodsuk D;Reed DW;Savile CK;Buist PH;Ambrose SJ;Covello PS
Characterization of the regiochemistry and cryptoregiochemistry of a
Caenorhabditis elegans fatty acid desaturase (FAT-1) expressed in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Biochemistry 39: 11948-11954 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4365
Conradt B
Programmed cell death and its regulation and initiation in C. elegans.
Ernst Schering Research Foundation Workshop 29: 35-55 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4366
Jansen G;Thijssen KL;Werner P;van der Horst M;Hazendonk E;Plasterk RH
The heterotrimeric G protein genes of Caenorhabditis elegans.
Ernst Schering Research Foundation Workshop 29: 13-34 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4367
Gerstein M;Lin J;Hegyi H
Protein folds in the worm genome.
Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing : 30-41 2000
ARTICLE
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CGC #4368
Doerks T;Bork P;Kamberov E;Makarova O;Muecke S;Margolis B
L27, a novel heterodimerization domain in receptor targeting proteins
Lin-2 and Lin-7.
Trends in Biochemical Sciences 25: 317-318 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4369
Brown NH
An integrin chicken and egg problem: which comes first, the
extracellular matrix or the cytoskeleton?
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 12: 629-633 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4370
Zhang DM;Levitan D;Yu G;Nishimura M;Chen FS;Tandon A;Kawarai T;Arawaka
S;Supala A;Song YQ;Rogaeva E;Liang Y;Holmes E;Milman P;Sato C;Zhang
LL;St. George-Hyslop P
Mutation of conserved N-terminal cysteine (Cys92) of human presenilin 1
causes increased A beta(42) secretion in mammalian cells but impaired
Notch/lin-12 signalling in C. elegans.
Neuroreport 11: 3227-3230 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4371
Pilon M;Peng XR;Spence AM;Plasterk RHA;Dosch HM
The diabetes autoantigen ICA69 and its Caenorhabditis elegans homologue,
ric-19, are conserved regulators of neuroendocrine secretion.
Molecular Biology of the Cell 11: 3277-3288 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4372
Kohn RE;Duerr JS:McManus JR;Duke A;Rakow TL;Maruyama H;Moulder
G;Maruyama IN;Barstead RJ;Rand JB
Expression of multiple UNC-13 proteins in the Caenorhabditis elegans
nervous system.
Molecular Biology of the Cell 11: 3441-3452 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4373
Schierenberg E
New approaches to a better understanding of nematode phylogeny:
molecular and developmental studies.
Journal of Zoological Systematics & Evolutionary Research 38: 129-132
2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4374
Braeckman BP;Houthoofd K;Vanfleteren JR
Patterns of metabolic activity during aging of the wild type and
longevity mutants of Caenorhabditis elegans.
Age 23: 55-73 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4375
Thaden JJ;Reis RJS
Ammonia, respiration, and longevity in nematodes: Insights on metabolic
regulation of life span from temporal rescaling.
Age 23: 75-84 2000
ARTICLE
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CGC #4376
Kunkel MT;Johnstone DB;Thomas JH;Salkoff L
Mutants of a temperature-sensitive two-P domain potassium channel.
Journal of Neuroscience 20: 7517-7524 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4377
Kelly KO;Dernburg AF;Stanfield GM;Villeneuve AM
Caenorhabditis elegans msh-5 is required for both normal and
radiation-induced meiotic crossing-over but not for completion of
meiosis.
Genetics 156: 617-630 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4378
Hoppe PE;Waterston RH
A region of the myosin rod important for interaction with paramyosin in
Caenorhabditis elegans striated muscle.
Genetics 156: 631-643 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4379
Sarafi-Reinach TR;Sengupta P
The forkhead domain gene unc-130 generates chemosensory neuron diversity
in C. elegans.
Genes & Development 14: 2472-2485 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4380
Nash B;Colavita A;Zheng H;Roy PJ;Culotti JG
The Forkhead transcription factor UNC-130 is required for the graded
spatial expression of the UNC-129 TGF-beta guidance factor in C.
elegans.
Genes & Development 14: 2486-2500 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4381
Koga M;Zwaal R;Guan KL;Avery L;Ohshima Y
A Caenorhabditis elegans MAP kinase kinase, MEK-1, is involved in stress
responses.
EMBO Journal 19: 5148-5156 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4382
Fay DS;Han M
Mutations in cye-1, a Caenorhabditis elegans cyclin E homolog, reveal
coordination between cell-cycle control and vulval development.
Development 127: 4049-4060 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4383
Gieseler K;Grisoni K;Segalat L
Genetic suppression of phenotypes arising from mutations in
dystrophin-related genes in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Current Biology 10: 1092-1097 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4383
Michaux G;Gansmuller A;Hindelang C;Labouesse, M
CHE-14, a protein with a sterol-sensing domain, is required for apical
sorting in C. elegans ectodermal epithelial cells.
Current Biology 10: 1098-1107 2000
ARTICLE
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CGC #4385
Mohler WA;Squirrell JM
Multiphoton imaging of embryonic development.
"Imaging Neurons: A Laboratory Manual."  R Yuste, F Lanni, A Konnerth
(eds); Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, NY. :
21.1-21.11 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4386
Hill AA;Hunter CP;Tsung BT;Tucker-Kellogg G;Brown EL
Genomic analysis of gene expression in C. elegans.
Science 290: 809-812 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4387
Ding L;Candido EPM
Association of several small heat-shock proteins with reproductive
tissues in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.
Biochemical Journal 351: 13-17 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4388
Lee YS;Park YS;Nam S;Suh SJ;Lee J;Kaang BK;Cho NJ
Characterization of GAR-2, a novel G protein-linked acetylcholine
receptor from Caenorhabditis elegans.
Journal of Neurochemistry 75: 1800-1809 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4389
Kaitna S;Mendoza M;Jantsch-Plunger V;Glotzer M
Incenp and an Aurora-like kinase form a complex essential for chromosome
segregation and efficient completion of cytokinesis.
Current Biology 10: 1172-1181 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4390
Burglin TR
A two channel four-dimensional image recording and viewing system with
automatic drift correction.
Journal of Microscopy 200: 75-80 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4391
Nakamura Y;Miura K;Fujino Y;Iwao H;Ogita S;Yamanaka S
Evolution, structure, and expression of GNPI/Oscillin orthologous genes.
Genomics 68: 179-186 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4392
Gruenbaum Y
The nuclear lamina: new insights from worms and flies.
Cellular & Molecular Biology Letters 5: 244 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4393
Feany MB
Studying human neurodegenerative diseases in flies and worms.
Journal of Neuropathology & Experimental Neurology 59: 847-856 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4394
Liu CY;Schroder M;Kaufman RJ
Ligand-independent dimerization activates the stress response kinases
IRE1 and PERK in the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum.
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Journal of Biological Chemistry 275: 24881-24885 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4395
Gurvitz A;Langer S;Piskacek M;Hamilton B;Ruis H;Hartig A
Predicting the function and subcellular location of Caenorhabditis
elegans proteins similar to Saccharomyces cerevisiae beta-oxidation
enzymes.
Yeast 17: 188-200 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4396
Luitjens C;Gallegos M;Kraemer B;Kimble J;Wickens M
CPEB proteins control two key steps in spermatogenesis in C. elegans.
Genes & Development 14: 2596-2609 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4397
Parrish J;Metters H;Chen L;Xue D
Demonstration of the in vivo interaction of key cell death regulators by
structure-based design of second-site suppressors.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 97: 11916-11921 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4398
Johnson TE;Cypser J;de Castro E;de Castro S;Henderson S;Murakami S;Rikke
B;Tedesco P;Link C
Gerontogenes mediate health and longevity in nematodes through
increasing resistance to environmental toxins and stressors.
Experimental Gerontology 35: 687-694 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4399
Pasquinelli AE;Reinhart BJ;Slack F;Martindale MQ;Kuroda MI;Maller
B;Hayward DC;Ball EE;Degnan B;Muller P;Spring J;Srinivasan A;Fishman
M;Finnerty J;Corbo J;Levine M;Leahy P;Davidson E;Ruvkun G
Conservation of the sequence and temporal expression of let-7
heterochronic regulatory RNA.
Nature 408: 86-89 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4400
Wallenfang MR;Seydoux G
Polarization of the anterior-posterior axis of C. elegans is a
microtubule-directed process.
Nature 408: 89-92 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4401
Khatchatouriants A;Lewis A;Rothman Z;Loew L;Treinin M
GFP is a selective non-linear optical sensor of electrophysiological
processes in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Biophysical Journal 79: 2345-2352 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4402
Fraser AG;Kamath RS;Zipperlen P;Martinez-Campos M;Sohrmann M;Ahringer J
Functional genomic analysis of C. elegans chromosome I by systematic RNA
interference.
Nature 408: 325-330 2000
ARTICLE
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CGC #4403
Gonczy P;Echeverri C;Oegema K;Coulson A;Jones SJM;Copley RR;Duperon
J;Oegema J;Brehm M;Cassin E;Hannak E;Kirkham M;Pichler S;Flohrs
K;Goessen A;Leidel S;Alleaume AM;Martin C;Ozlu N;Bork P;Hymann AA
Functional genomic analysis of cell division in C. elegans using RNAi of
genes on chromosome III.
Nature 408: 331-336 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4404
Inoue T;Thomas JH
Suppressors of transforming growth factor beta pathway mutants in the
Caenorhabditis elegans dauer formation pathway.
Genetics 156: 1035-1046 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4405
Ailion M;Thomas JH
Dauer formation induced by high temperatures in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Genetics 156: 1047-1067 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4406
Robatzek M;Thomas JH
Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II regulates Caenorhabditis
elegans locomotion in concert with G(o)/G(q) signaling network.
Genetics 156: 1069-1082 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4407
Nilsson L;Tiensuu T;Tuck S
Caenorhabditis elegans lin-25: A study of its role in multiple cell fate
specification events involving ras and the identification and
characterization of evolutionarily conserved domains.
Genetics 156: 1083-1096 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4408
Eisenmann DM;Kim SK
Protruding vulva mutants identify novel loci and Wnt signaling factors
that function during Caenorhabditis elegans vulva development.
Genetics 156: 1097-1116 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4309
Hallam S;Singer E;Waring D;Jin YS
The C. elegans NeuroD homolog cnd-1 functions in multiple aspects of
motor neuron fate specification.
Development 127: 4239-4252 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4410
Chamberlin JS;Benian GM
Muscular dystrophy: the worm turns to genetic disease.
Current Biology 10: R795-R797 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4411
Ankeny RA
Fashioning descriptive models in biology: Of worms and wiring diagrams.
Philosophy of Science 67: S260-S272 2000
REVIEW
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CGC #4412
Schaffner KF
Behavior at the organismal and molecular levels: The case of C. elegans.
Philosophy of Science 67: S273-S288 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4413
Takanami T;Mori A;Takahashi H;Higashitani A
Hyper-resistance of meiotic cells to radiation due to a strong
expression of a single recA-like gene in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Nucleic Acids Research 28: 4232-4236 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4414
Kang SH;Kramer JM
Nidogen is nonessential and not required for normal type IV collagen
localization in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Molecular Biology of the Cell 11: 3911-3923 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4415
Ranganathan R;Cannon SC;Horvitz HR
MOD-1 is a serotonin-gated chloride channel that modulates locomotory
behaviour in C. elegans.
Nature 408: 470-475 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4416
Liu J;Ben-Shahar TR;Riemer D;Treinin M;Spann P;Weber K;Fire A;Gruenbaum
Y
Essential roles for Caenorhabditis elegans lamin gene in nuclear
organization, cell cycle progression, and spatial organization of
nuclear pore complexes.
Molecular Biology of the Cell 11: 3937-3947 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4417
Yoon CH;Chang C;Hopper NA;Lesa GM;Sternberg PM
Requirements of multiple domains of SLI-1, a Caenorhabditis elegans
homologue of c-Cbl, and an inhibitory tyrosine in LET-23 in regulating
vulval differentiation.
Molecular Biology of the Cell 11: 4019-4031 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4418
Remm M;Sonnhammer E
Classification of transmembrane protein families in the Caenorhabditis
elegans genome and identification of human orthologs.
Genome Research 10: 1679-1689 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4419
Koch R;van Luenen HGAM;van der Horst M;Thijssen KL;Plasterk RHA
Single nucleotide polymorphisms in wild isolates of Caenorhabditis
elegans.
Genome Research 10: 1690-1696 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4420
Chase D;Golden A;Heidecker G;Ferris DK
Caenorhabditis elegans contains a third Polo-like kinase gene.
DNA Sequence 11: 327-344 2000
ARTICLE
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CGC #4421
Norman KR;Moerman DG
The let-268 locus of Caenorhabditis elegans encodes a procollagen lysyl
hydroxylase that is essential for type IV collagen secretion.
Developmental Biology 27: 690-705 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4422
Snow MI;Larsen PL
Structure and expression of daf-12: a nuclear hormone receptor with
three isoforms that are involved in development and aging in
Caenorhabditis elegans.
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta - Gene Structure & Expression 1494:
104-116 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4423
Nehrke K;Begenisich T;Pilato J;Melvin JE
Model organisms: New insights into ion channel and transporter function. 
Caenorhabditis elegans ClC-type chloride channels: novel variants and
functional expression.
Americal Journal of Physiology - Cell Physiology 279: C2052-C2066 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4424
Marcotte EM;Xenarios I;van der Bliek AM;Eisenberg D
Localizing proteins in the cell from their phylogenetic profiles.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 97: 12115-12120 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4425
Guarente L;Kenyon C
Genetic pathways that regulate ageing in model organisms.
Nature 408: 255-262 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4426
Terskikh A;Fradkov A;Ermakova G;Zaraisky A;Tan P;Kajava AV;Zhao
X;Lukyanov S;Matz M;Kim S;Weissman I;Siebert P
"Fluorescent timer": Protein that changes color with time.
Science 290: 1585-1588 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4427
McGuire AM;Church GM
Predicting regulons and their cis-regulatory motifs by comparative
genomics.
Nucleic Acids Research 28: 4523-4530 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4428
Michel F;Schumperli D;Muller B
Specificities of Caenorhabditis elegans and human hairpin binding
proteins for the first nucleotide in the histone mRNA hairpin loop.
RNA 6: 1539-1550 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4429
Labbe JC;Burgess J;Rokeach LA;Hekimi S
ROP-1, an RNA quality-control pathway component, affects Caenorhabditis
elegans dauer formation.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 97: 13233-13238 2000
ARTICLE
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CGC #4430
Cizeau J;Ray J;Chen G;Gietz RD;Greenberg AH
The C. elegans orthologue ceBNIP3 interacts with CED-9 and CED-3 but
kills through a BH3- and caspase-independent mechanism.
Oncogene 19: 5453-5463 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4431
Parrish S;Fleenor J;Xu SQ;Mello C;Fire A
Functional anatomy of a dsRNA trigger: Differential requirement for the
two trigger strands in RNA interference.
Molecular Cell 6: 1077-1087 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4432
Williams PL;Anderson GL;Johnstone JL;Nunn AD;Tweedle MF;Wedeking P
Caenorhabditis elegans as an alternative animal species.
Journal of Toxicology & Environmental Health. Part A 61: 641-647 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4433
Zahn TR;MacMorris MA;Dong W;Day R;Hutton JC
IDA-1, a Caenorhabditis elegans homolog of the diabetic autoantigens
IA-2 and phogrin, is expressed in peptidergic neurons in the worm.
Journal of Comparative Neurology 429: 127-143 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4434
de Pomerai D;Daniells C;David H;Allan J;Duce I;Mutwakil M;Thomas
D;Sewell P;Tattersall J;Jones D;Candido P
Microwave radiation induces a heat-shock response and enhances growth in
the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.
IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory & Techniques 48: 2076-2081 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4435
Kagoshima H;Sommer R;Reinhart BJ;Cassata G;Ruvkun G;Burglin TR
Graded expression of ceh-14 reporters in the hypodermis is induced by a
gonadal signal.
Development Genes & Evolution 210: 264-269 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4436
Whangbo J;Harris J;Kenyon C
Multiple levels of regulation specify the polarity of an asymmetric cell
division in C. elegans.
Development 127: 4587-4598 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4437
Honigberg L;Kenyon C
Establishment of left/right asymmetry in neuroblast migration by
UNC-40/DCC, UNC-73/Trio and DPY-19 proteins in C. elegans.
Development 127: 4655-4668 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4438
Chin-Sang ID;Chisholm AD
Form of the worm: genetics of epidermal morphogenesis in C. elegans.
Trends in Genetics 16: 544-551 2000
REVIEW
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CGC #4439
Kipreos ET;Gohel SP;Hedgecock EM
The C. elegans F-box/WD-repeat protein LIN-23 functions to limit cell
division during development.
Development 127: 5071-5082 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4440
Adoutte A
Small but mighty timekeepers.
Nature 408: 37-38 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4441
Dhawan R;Dusenbery DB;Williams PL
A comparison of metal-induced lethality and behavioral responses in the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 19: 3061-3067 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4442
Miller LM;Hess HA;Doroquez DB;Andrews NM
Null mutations in the lin-31 gene indicate two functions during
Caenorhabditis elegans vulval development.
Genetics 156: 1595-1602 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4443
Lieb JD;Ortiz de Solorzano C;Garcia Rodriguez E;Jones A;Angelo M;Lockett
S;Meyer BJ
The Caenorhabditis elegans dosage compensation machinery is recruited to
X chromosome DNA attached to an autosome.
Genetics 156: 1603-1621 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4444
Nance J;Davis EB;Ward S
spe-29 encodes a small predicted protein required for the initiation of
sperm activation in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Genetics 156: 1623-1633 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4445
Peters AD;Keightley PD
A test for epistasis among induced mutations in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Genetics 156: 1635-1647 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4446
Miller KG;Rand JB
A role for RIC-8 (synembryn) and GOA-1(Goa) in regulating a subset of
centrosome movements during early embryogenesis in Caenorhabditis
elegans.
Genetics 156: 1649-1660 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4447
Duret L;Marais G;Biemont C
Transposons but not retrotransposons are located preferentially in
regions of high recombination rate in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Genetics 156: 1661-1669 2000
ARTICLE
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CGC #4448
Piekny AJ;Wissmann A;Mains PE
Embryonic morphogenesis in Caenorhabditis elegans integrates the
activity of LET-502 Rho-binding kinase, MEL-11 myosin phosphatase, DAF-2
insulin receptor and FEM-2 PP2c phosphatase.
Genetics 156: 1671-1689
ARTICLE

CGC #4449
Encalada SE;Martin PR;Phillips JB;Lyczak R;Hamill DR;Swan KA;Bowerman B
DNA replication defects delay cell division and disrupt cell polarity in
early Caenorhabditis elegans embryos.
Developmental Biology 228: 225-238 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4450
Friedman L;Santa Anna-Arriola S;Hodgkin J;Kimble J
gon-4, a cell lineage regulator required for gonadogenesis in
Caenorhabditis elegans.
Developmental Biology 228: 350-362 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4451
Waggoner LE;Dickinson KA;Poole DS;Tabuse Y;Miwa J;Schafer WR
Long-term nicotine adaptation in Caenorhabditis elegans involves
PKC-dependent changes in nicotinic receptor abundance.
Journal of Neuroscience 20: 8802-8811 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4452
Bobinnec Y;Fukuda M;Nishida E
Identification and characterization of Caenorhabditis elegans
gamma-tubulin in dividing cells and differentiated tissues.
Journal of Cell Science 113: 3747-3459 2000
ARTICLE
CGC #4453
Nguyen TQ;Sawa H;Okano H;White JG
The C. elegans septin genes, unc-59 and unc-61, are required for normal
postembryonic cytokineses and morphogenesis but have no essential
function in embryogenesis.
Journal of Cell Science 113: 3825-3837 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4454
Higashitani A;Aoki H;Mori A;Sasagawa Y;Takanami T;Takahashi H
Caenorhabditis elegans Chk2-like gene is essential for meiosis but
dispensable for DNA repair.
FEBS Letters 485: 35-39 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4455
O’Connell KF
The centrosome of the early C. elegans embryo: Inheritance, assembly,
replication, and developmental roles.
Current Topics in Developmental Biology 49: 365-384 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4456
Rich T;Allen RL;Lucas AM;Stewart A;Trowsdale J
Pellino-related sequences from Caenorhabditis elegans and Homo sapiens.
Immunogenetics 52: 145-149 2000
ARTICLE
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CGC #4457
Reinitz CA;Herfel HG;Messinger LA;Stretton AOW
Changes in locomotory behavior and cAMP produced in Ascaris suum by
neuropeptides from Ascaris suum or Caenorhabditis elegans.
Molecular and Biochemical Parasitology 111: 185-197 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4458
Rand JB;Duerr JS;Frisby DL
Neurogenetics of vesicular transporters in C. elegans.
FASEB Journal 14: 2414-2422 2000
REVIEW

CGC #4459
Raymond V;Mongan NP;Sattelle DB
Anthelmintic actions of homomer-forming nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
subunits: chicken alpha-7 and ACR-16 from the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans.
Neuroscience 101: 785-791 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4460
Motley AM;Hettema EH;Ketting R;Plasterk R;Tabak HF
Caenorhabditis elegans has a single pathway to target matrix proteins in
peroxisomes.
EMBO Reports 1: 40-46 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4461
Molin L;Mounsey A;Aslam S;Bauer P;Young J;James M;Sharma-Oates A;Hope IA
Evolutionary conservation of redundancy between a diverged pair of
forkhead transcription factor homologues.
Development 127: 4825-4835 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4462
Chung SB;Gumienny TL;Hengartner MO;Driscoll M
A common set of engulfment genes mediates removal of both apoptotic and
necrotic cell corpses in C. elegans.
Nature Cell Biology 2: 931-937 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4463
Newman AP;Inoue T;Wang MQ;Sternberg PW
The Caenorhabditis elegans heterochronic gene lin-29 coordinates the
vulval-uterine-epidermal connections.
Current Biology 10: 1479-1488 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4464
Kelleher JF;Mandell MA:Moulder G;Hill KL;L’Hernault SW;Barstead R;Titus
MA
Myosin VI is required for asymmetric segregation of cellular components
during C. elegans spermatogenesis.
Current Biology 10: 1489-1496 2000
ARTICLE

CGC #4465
Aballay A;Yorgey P;Ausubel FM
Salmonella typhimurium proliferates and establishes a persistent
infection in the intestine of Caenorhabditis elegans.
Current Biology 10: 1539-1542 2000
ARTICLE
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CGC #4466
Labrousse A;Chauvet S;Couillault C;Kurz CL;Ewbank JJ
Caenorhabditis elegans is a model host for Salmonella typhimurium.
Current Biology 10: 1543-1545 2000
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Improved  survivorship of frozen C. elegans deletion mutant 
libraries

Andrew  M. Beld 1 , David M. Miller 2 , Kevin Strange 1

1Anesthesiology Research Division, Laboratories of Cellular and Molecular Physiology, Departments of
Anesthesiology and Pharmacology, Vanderbilt University Medical Center

2Department of Cell Biology, Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Random deletion mutagenesis provides a powerful mechanism for knocking out gene function in C. 
elegans. A "library" of mutagenized worms is stored frozen at -80ºC and lysates of individual worm
cultures are screened for deletion mutations in specific genes by PCR. Once a mutation is detected,
cultures are thawed and worms harboring the mutation are identified by further PCR screening (1). 

Because mutant alleles are present at very low frequency, high survivorship of frozen worms increases
the likelihood of detection and isolation of mutant worm strains. It is widely known among C. elegans
workers that the rate of cooling and freezing of worms is key to good survival (2). Here, we report
improved survivorship of frozen C. elegans by modification of a standard freezing protocol. Worms are
frozen in an insulated cooler designed originally by Ranganathan and Reddien
(http://info.med.yale.edu/mbb/koelle/protocol_list_page.html). Typically, worms are frozen by direct
placement of the cooler in a -80ºC freezer. However, as shown below, worm survival is increased by
pre-cooling the worms at -30ºC. 

Synchronized N2 Bristol L1 larvae were suspended in M9 buffer and diluted to a density of approximately
160 larvae/10 ml. Sixty microliters of this worm suspension were then mixed with an equal amount of
standard freezing medium in a PCR tube. Ten of these PCR tubes were placed among a stack of six
empty freezing plates inside a fully-assembled cooler that was then placed into a -30ºC freezer. Ten
similar PCR tubes were placed in the -30ºC freezer on a rack without any insulation. Finally, a second
cooler with ten more PCR tubes of larvae and freezing medium was placed at -80ºC. Five hours later,
both the cooler and the non-insulated tubes at -30ºC were moved to the -80ºC freezer. The next day, all
thirty tubes were thawed and the contents of each tube were plated onto a separate 60 mm NGM plate
seeded with E. coli OP50. Two days later, the number of live worms on each plate was determined and
the data were analyzed by one-way Model I ANOVA after square-root transformation. 

Worms frozen in the special cooler at -30ºC for 5 h showed significantly higher survival than both the
non-insulated -30ºC treatment and the worms in the cooler placed directly at -80ºC (F = 16.99; df = 2, 29; 
P < 0.0001; Figure). The combination of the insulating cooler and the 5 h treatment at -30ºC prior to
moving to -80ºC increased survivorship 3.5-fold. We postulate that the improved survivorship is due to a
reduced rate of cooling in the cooler maintained at -30ºC. Workers are urged to optimize empirically their
own freezing protocols to account for variation among freezers and conditions in different laboratories.

 

References:

1. Liu, LX, JM Spoerke, EL Mulligan, J Chen, B Reardon, B Westlund, L Sun, K Abel, B Armstrong, G
Hardiman, J King, L McCague, M Basson, R Clover, and CD Johnson. 1999. High-throughput isolation of 
Caenorhabditis elegans deletion mutants. Genome Research (9): 859-867.

 2. Lewis, JA and JT Fleming. 1995. Basic culture methods. In Methods in Cell Biology Vol. 48: 
Caenorhabditis elegans: Modern Biological Analysis of an Organism. HF Epstein and DC Shakes, eds.
Academic Press, San Diego.
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Mapping useful GFP insertions; evidence for local
suppression of recombination

Jonathan  Hodgkin 1 , Alan Coulson 2 , Patricia Kuwabara 2 , Participants
in WTAC24 and WTAC27 3

1Genetics Unit, Dept. of Biochemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3QU,  UK
2The Sanger Centre, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus,  Hinxton, Cambridge CB10 1SA, UK
3Various addresses

As pointed out by Mark Edgley et al. (WBG  15:5, p.20-21), chromosomes carrying integrated GFP
transgenes are useful dominant chromosome markers. In the course of running the 24th and 27th
Wellcome Trust Advanced Courses, on Methods for C. elegans,  (held in November 1999 and September
2000), we made use of several different GFP insertions in order to demonstrate genetic mapping. The
insertions were mapped using 3-factor mapping relative to established visible markers.  The map
positions of five insertions studied were confirmed, refined or corrected.  Each of these has the useful
properties of homozygous viability, good growth with no confounding phenotypes, male fertility and a
strong GFP signal that can be easily scored using a dissecting microscope equipped with epifluorescence
optics.   Positions deduced were:

ccIs4251          LGI     +4.0

ccIs9753          LGI     +27.5

mIs13             LGI     +27.5

mIs12              LGII    +1.75

mIs11              LGIV   +5.0

In the course of the mapping experiments, we made several incidental observations on these insertions:

1. mIs13  and ccIs9753  appear identical in map location, very close to the right end of LGI, and both also
exhibit a weaker GFP signal than more central insertions of the same compound reporter at other
locations.   This might be the result of telomeric silencing or else of interference from the major rRNA
cluster at this location. 

2.  ccIs4251 males have been reported as unable to mate, but we found that they are occasionally fertile
(a him-8  strain, CB5600, has been deposited at the CGC).   The males appear anatomically normal, and
the reason for the low mating efficiency is not obvious.

3.  The map position of mIs12   has been problematic, with data suggesting linkage either to LGIII or to
LGIV.   We obtained the original strain for mIs12 ,  DR2064, and found that the insertion in this strain is
on neither of these chromosomes; instead, it has a convenient location close to unc-4  on LGII.

4.  In mapping mIs11 on LGIV, we found that it exerts a significant suppression of recombination in its
immediate neighbourhood.  Map distance between the flanking markers unc-5  and dpy-20 was reduced
from 3.3 cM  to 1.3 cM.   Local recombination suppression is not surprising, given that these insertions
may consist of 100 kb or more of added DNA.  However, such suppression may limit the usefulness of
these inserts for detailed mapping.    More extensive suppression of recombination may also result from
rearrangement associated with insertion, as may have occurred in the case of mIs10, which suppresses
recombination over a large part of LGV (Mark Edgley, pers. comm.)

Map data have been deposited in ACeDB.   We encourage others to publish or deposit similar map data
for inserted transgenes.   Hitherto map data for only one GFP insertion has been published (ayIs4, 
Burdine et al. 1998) and none has been communicated to the CGC although many useful insertions have
been constructed.
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Participants in WTAC24 were: Patricia Berninsone, Marc Bickle, John Connolly, Rosane Curtis,  Bill
Gregory,  Margorie Gurganus,    Hisao Kondo, Dorota Kwasnika, Rowena Martin, Alison Motley, Rosa
Estela Navarro,   Karen Oegema, Tove Ostberg, Anastasia Papakonstantinopolou, Anna Salcini,   Liora
Shoshani, Anne Spang, Peter Tatnell.

Participants in WTAC27 were: Peter Askjaer, Alessandra Bodini, John Browne, Stefanos Christodoulou,
David Clarke, Patrick Dekker, Maria Gravato-Nobre, David Lamb, Sara Mole, Patricia Murray, Sara
Olson, Mark Petalcorin, Heike Schaurete, Stephen Stürzenbaum, Fiona Thompson, Jeremy Turnbull,
Ross Waldrip. 

We are grateful to the Wellcome Trust for supporting these courses, and to Leica Microsystems for
lending MZII epifluorescence dissecting microscopes.  Another course in this series will be taught in
September 2001 (see announcement).
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On the reproducibility of large-scale RNAi screens

Fabio  Piano 1 , Aaron Schetter 1 , Diane Morton 1 , Kris Gunsalus 1 ,
Valerie Reinke 2 , Stuart Kim 2 , Ken Kemphues 1

1Department of Molecular Biology and Genetics, Cornell University
2Department of Developmental Biology, Stanford University Medical Center

RNAi is being used routinely to determine loss-of-function phenotypes and recently large-scale RNAi
analyses have been reported (1,2,3). Although there is no question about the value of this approach in
functional genomics, there has been little opportunity to evaluate reproducibility of these results.

We are engaged in RNAi analysis of a set of 762 genes that are differentially expressed in the germline
as compared to the soma (4 -- "Germline"), and have reached a point in our analysis that allows us to
look at the issue of reproducibility. We have compared the RNAi results of genes in our set that were also
analyzed by either Fraser et al. (1 -- Chromosome 1 set "C1") or Gonczy et al. (2 -- Chromosome 3 set 
"C3").

In making the comparison we have taken into account the different operational definition of "embryonic
lethal" used by the three groups. In the C3 study, lethal was scored only if there were fewer than 10
surviving larva on the test plate, or roughly 90% lethal. In our screen and the C1 screen the percent
survival was determined for each test. To minimize the contribution of false positives from our set, in our
comparison with the C1 set we defined our genes as "embryonic lethal" if at least 30% of the embryos did
not hatch, but included all lethals defined by Fraser et al. (> 10%). For our comparison with the C3 set, we
used a more restrictive definition of "embryonic lethal" that required that 90% of the embryos did not
hatch. (This means that in Table 1, five genes from our screen that gave lethality between 30-90% were
included in the not lethal category; one of these was scored as lethal by Gonczy et al.).

We have analyzed 149 genes from the germline set that overlap with the C1 set and 132 genes that
overlap with the C3 set. The table below shows the number of genes scored as embryonic lethal (EL) or
not embryonic lethal (NL) in each study. (Note that these comparisons do not include data from our
published collection of ovary-expressed cDNAs.)

Table 1. Comparing RNAi analysis of the same genes in different studies.

Germline

Chromosome 1

Germline

Chromosome 3

NL (117) EL (32) NL (97) EL (35)

NL (104) 100 4 NL (89) 87 2

EL (45) 17 28 EL (43) 10 33

Overall, the degree of reproducibility is high. The concordance between our results and the published
results was 86% with C1 (128/149 genes) and 90% with C3 (120/132).

However, we scored a larger number of genes as giving rise to embryonic lethal phenotypes than the
other studies did. What does this mean? One possibility is that we are generating a large number of false
positives (God forbid!). The other interpretation is that there is a fairly high frequency of false negatives in
each screen (4-8% in our screen (2/45; 4/49); 22% in the C3 screen (10/45); and 35% (17/49) in the C1 
screen).

It is no surprise that the different methods used by the three groups resulted in slightly different outcomes
and we can only speculate on which methodological variation contributed most. In comparing our
methods to those used in the C3 study we note that our two groups used different primer pairs for each
gene; that we tested genes individually while they tested genes in pairs; and that the operational definition
of "embryonic lethal" differed. Considering the latter two differences, we speculate that even with pools of
two, the competition noted by Gonczy et al. in dsRNA pools could reduce levels of lethality below the 90% 
cutoff.
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The major difference between our approach and the C1 approach is feeding vs. injection, raising the
possibility that for some genes feeding may be a less effective means of administering dsRNA.

Whatever the basis for the difference, these comparisons indicate that genes scored as "non-lethal" in
any single study may show an embryonic lethal RNAi phenotype when reanalyzed. It therefore seems
useful to have more than one pass at analyzing C. elegans genes via RNAi.

We are indebted to P. Gonczy for very useful comments.

1.  Fraser, A. G., Kamath, R. S., Zipperlen, P., Martinez-Campos, M., Sohrmann, M. and Ahringer, J. (2000). Functional genomic analysis of C.
elegans chromosome I by systematic RNA interference. Nature408, 325-330.

2.  Gonczy, P., Echeverri, G., Oegema, K., Coulson, A., Jones, S. J., Copley, R. R., Duperon, J., Oegema, J., Brehm, M., Cassin, E. et al. (2000).
Functional genomic analysis of cell division in C. elegans using RNAi of genes on chromosome III. Nature 408, 331-336.

3.  Piano, F., Schetter, A. J., Mangone, M., Stein, L. and Kemphues, K. J. (2000). RNAi analysis of genes expressed in the ovary of Caenorhabditis
elegans. Curr Biol 10, 1619-1622.

4.  Reinke, V., Smith, H. E., Nance, J., Wang, J., Van Doren, C., Begley, R., Jones, S. J., Davis, E. B., Scherer, S., Ward, S. et al. (2000). A global
profile of germline gene expression in C. elegans. Mol Cell 6, 605-616.
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N2 (ancestral) is a mutant with reduced fertility and longevity

Diana McCulloch , David Gems
Department of Biology, University College London, NW1 2HE, UK

Genetic variation among different laboratory lines of N2 affects fertility and lifespan. A previous study found that median
lifespans of different lines ranged from 12.0±0.8 to 17.0±0.6 days (20oC)(1). To attempt to establish which of these best
resembles the original N2 isolate, the lifespans of F1 hybrids between N2 variants, and those of seven C. elegans wild isolates,
were examined (1). The results suggested that the N2 male stock currently distributed by the CGC (here designated CGCM), is
most similar to the original N2 isolate. This strain is the longest-lived N2 variant. 

An alternative approach to establish which variant best resembles wild type is to examine an N2 stock frozen at an early date.
One such stock is N2 (ancestral), which is only 6 generations removed from a stock frozen in the Brenner lab in 1968. We
compared the fertility and lifespan of N2 (ancestral) with 3 N2 variant lines: CGCM, CGCH (slightly short-lived) and JW (very
short-lived). Our expectation was that it would most closely resemble CGCM.

Table 1: Longevity and fertility of N2 (ancestral) and other N2 lines

Strain Median lifespan 
(days)

Maximum lifespan 
(days)

N* Mean brood size N*

N2 CGCM 20.5 ± 1.0 24.4 ± 0.7 5 (127) 292 ±11 1 (18)
N2 CGCH 18.3 ± 0.8 21.9 ± 0.7 7 (136) 270 ± 9 1 (18)
N2 JW 13.4 ± 1.0 23.1 ± 1.0 8 (194) 213 ± 9 1 (15)
N2 (ancestral) 13.6 ± 0.7 21.2 ± 1.0 10 (243) 260 ± 7 1 (19)
N2 CGCM/N2 (ancestral) 19.7 ± 0.3 25.7 ± 0.7 3 (53) ND -
N2 JW/N2 (ancestral) 15.0 ± 3.0 22.0 ± 0.0 2 (46) ND -

 ± Standard error. *Number of trials (number of animals scored).

To our surprise, the lifespan of N2 (ancestral) was significantly shorter than CGCM and CGCH (median 20oC lifespan, p <
0.001 in each case)(Student’s t test) (Table 1), yet indistinguishable from JW (p > 0.1). Furthermore, its fertility was significantly
lower than that of CGCM (p < 0.02) but not CGCH (p > 0.1), but higher than that of JW (p < 0.001).

Does this mean that the longer-lived line CGCM is a mutant variant after all? We favour an alternative explanation: that as
early as 1968 there existed a number of genetic variants of N2 in the Brenner lab (Cambridge), and N2 (ancestral) is a
short-lived one. In 1975, when Don Riddle moved from Cambridge to Missouri, he took with him CGCH, CGCM and JW
(obtained from John White), and froze them upon arrival. These three strains have different lifespans (1). Thus, by 1975 a
number of variants certainly did exist. 

One possibility is that N2 (ancestral) and JW are related. To test this, the lifespans of F1 hybrid hermaphrodites issuing from
crosses between CGCM, JW and N2 (ancestral) were examined. The lifespan of CGCM/N2 (ancestral) was indistinguishable
from that of CGCM, and significantly longer than that of N2 (ancestral) (p < 0.001). A reduction in median lifespan was seen in
JW/N2 (ancestral) hybrids relative to CGCM/N2 (ancestral) hybrids, but due to the large standard error this did not reach
significance. However, the maximum lifespan of JW/N2 (ancestral) was significantly reduced (p < 0.02). These preliminary
results support the view that N2 (ancestral) and JW are related, short-lived mutant variants, and that the mutations concerned
are recessive.

N2 (ancestral) thus appears to be another short-lived N2 variant, related to JW. We therefore advise that N2 (ancestral) not be
used as wild type; instead, we recommend CGCM.

(1) D. Gems & D.L. Riddle (2000) Defining wild-type life span in Caenorhabditis elegans. J. Gerontol. 55A: B215-B219.
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Tight-seal  whole-cell patch clamping of C. elegans neurons: 
erratum

Shawn  Lockery 1 , Miriam Goodman 2

1 Institute of Neuroscience, 1254 University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403
21012 Fairchild Center, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027

We regret to inform the C. elegans community that the published recipe
for internal saline for whole-cell recordings[1,2] from neurons was
incorrect.  The published recipe was (in mM): 

KGluconate 125, KCl 18, NaCl 0, CaCl2 0.7, MgCl2 1, HEPES 10, EGTA 10. 

The recipe actually used was (in mM): 

KGluconate 125, KCl 18, NaCl 4, CaCl2 0.6, MgCl2 1, HEPES 10, EGTA 10. 

The main effect of this error resides in the difference in NaCl
concentration. The correct saline will produce a predicted Na reversal
potential of 90 mV with the published external saline, while the
erroneous published saline has an undefined ENa. Because C. elegans
lacks voltage-gated Na channels, this difference in salines may have
little or no effect on recordings of voltage-gated currents.  It may,
however, affect measurements of currents carried by ligand-gated
currents and currents carried by DEG/ENaC channels.  We apologize for
any inconvenience this error may have caused. 

1. Goodman, M.B., Hall, D.H., Avery, L., and Lockery, S.R. (1998) Active
Currents Regulate Sensitivity and Dynamic Range in C. elegans Neurons. 
Neuron 20:763-772. 

2. Lockery, S.R. and Goodman, M.B. (1998) Tight-seal whole-cell patch
clamping of C. elegans neurons.  Methods in Enzymology 295:201-217.
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Thiabendazole  (with dimethyl sulfoxide and methylene blue)
as a possible aid in the "limited contamination" culture of  
Caenorhabditis elegans.

William  C. Campbell
Hall of Sciences (RISE), Drew University, Madison NJ 07940

In the routine propagation of C. elegans, steam sterilization of the culture medium is standard practice,
but in some circumstances it is inconvenient, impractical, or prone to error. In preliminary experiments in
this lab, thiabendazole (TBZ) was added to C. elegans cultures in the expectation that the life cycle would
be interrupted because of the well-known efficacy of the compound in preventing the development and
hatching of nematode eggs.  Surprisingly, the propagation of C. elegans appeared to be unaffected. 
Subsequent investigation showed that TBZ is without ovicidal efficacy against C elegans at
concentrations that are fully effective against the eggs of the parasitic nematode Haemonchus contortus
(Fasiuddin and Campbell, 2000). The qualitative observations here reported suggest the possibility of
exploiting this finding to achieve a useful degree of microbial control in laboratory cultures. 

 

            TBZ was added to modified Nematode Growth Medium (Avery and Horowitz, 1990) at 20 µg/ml --
a concentration known to be ovicidal for nematodes (Egerton, 1969) and to have a broad spectrum of
antifungal activity (Robinson et al., 1969). Methylene Blue, at 0.0002%, was added as a marker to
prevent inadvertent mix-up in routine transfer operations (qualitative observations in this lab had indicated
that such a concentration did not suppress the growth of the Escherichia coli seeded onto agar plates as
food for C. elegans).  The medium was boiled briefly to dissolve and clarify the agar, but it was not
autoclaved.  TBZ and Methylene Blue were added while the medium was still hot.   TBZ was prepared as
a solution of 10 mg/ml in 100% dimethyl sulfoxide and added to the medium so as to give a 500 fold
dilution.  An aqueous solution of  Methylene Blue, 0.1%, was similarly added to give a 500 fold dilution. 
After dispensing the medium into 90-mm petri dishes, a suspension of E. coli (OP 50) was spread on the
solidified medium and allowed to form a bacterial lawn in the usual way.  Three days after the initial
(October 8, 1999) preparation of the plates, 2 plates were inoculated with C. elegans; and single plates
were inoculated with worms on day 28, 46, 55, 63 and 88.  The plates were held in a humidity chamber at
room temperature, without further addition of bacteria. Periodic microscopic examination of the dishes
revealed prolific propagation of C. elegans, followed by the persistence of low numbers of motile worms
(presumably dauer larvae) at intervals up to day 367 after inoculation of the first 2 plates.  At that time,
medium from each dish was transferred, without sterile technique, to conventional agar plates, resulting in
abundant propagation of worms in all cases. 

 

Another batch of 17 culture plates was prepared in a similar non-aseptic way, but without the addition of
Methylene Blue.  This batch has remained in a refrigerator for 9 months, during which time small compact
colonies (presumably bacterial) have appeared, but there has been no trace of the mycelial fungal
contaminants so commonly observed when sterilization and handling procedures have been imperfect.

 

            The preparation of these two batches of non-sterilized culture plates was not accompanied by the
simultaneous preparation of autoclaved plates, or plates with dimethyl sulfoxide or Methylene Blue as the
only additive; but throughout the test period conventional plates, without additives, were being routinely
made and used.   Nor was any attempt made to expose the plates to known air-borne contaminants or to
inoculate them with bacteria or fungi.  Nevertheless, the absence of visible mycelial growth was in marked
contrast to the degree of contamination customarily seen when sterility measures have been less than
rigorous, and the year-long persistence of C. elegans was also striking.

 

If these findings can be confirmed in quantitative trials, supplementation of a medium with TBZ in a
dimethyl sulfoxide vehicle (with an antibacterial adjunct) may provide a convenient "limited contamination"
medium for the routine maintenance of C. elegans.  Other antimycotic agents are available for use in
culture systems.  In the present context, the most useful characteristics of TBZ are its very long shelf life
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at room temperature, its stability in media when boiled or even autoclaved, and the degree to which this
otherwise antinematodal agent is tolerated by the nematode C. elegans.  Methylene Blue has some
degree of antibacterial efficacy and, at the concentration used here, was tolerated by both the worm and
the bacterium on which it feeds.  Other compounds with selective antibacterial activity may be more
effectively combined with TBZ to suppress unwanted bacteria in C. elegans cultures.  
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Using  Caenorhabditis elegans as a model to study 
autophagy

Willisa  Liou
Department of Anatomy, Chang Gung University, Taiwan. e-mail : liouw@mail.cgu.edu.tw

Autophagy is the bulk degradation of cytoplasmic components with the lysosomal enzymes. This
physiological process can be upregulated by starvation and has been best studied in the liver. With the
advent of molecular genetics, the autophagic pathway is now being dissected at the molecular level using
yeast as a model system. Despite of exciting results, the use of yeast is not without its caveat for it is a
single-cell organism and the data of which require prudent extrapolation to the mammalian cells in the
light of complex physiological melieu of the multicellular organism. Furthermore, the fine structural
features of autophagic vacuoles in yeast are, to a certain extent, different from those in the mammalian
cells. For example, the sequestration apparatus of the nascent autophagic vacuoles, namely phagophore,
found no counter part in the yeast. 

By analogy to the ease of genetic manipulation and the complete genomic sequence now available in the
yeast, I proposed another organism, the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, as a model for the molecular
dissection of the autophagic pathway.  In this study I employed ultrathin cryosectioning method and
demonstrated that the autophagic vacuoles - in all its likeness to that of the mammalian cells - indeed are
present in the intestinal cells of the C. elegans. Figures 1, 2 and 3 shows the characteristic nascent
autophagic vacuoles. They are isolated pieces of cytoplasm circumscribed by whorl-like membranous
structure, namely phagophore.  In an attempt to mark the autophagic vacuoles of later stages, i.e.
degradative vacuoles, I then immunostained the ultrathin cryosections of the worms with antibodies
against cathepsin D, a lysosomal enzyme. The result, shown in Figure 4, is somewhat surprising in that
this hydrolytic enzyme is localized in the lumen of the gut in association with the bacteria being digested,
instead of being intracellularly localized as in the case of human liver cells (Figure 5). 

In conclusion, this study demonstrated for the first time the presence of autophagic vacuoles and the
establishment of the ultracryomicrotomy technique in combination with immunoelectron microscopy in C. 
elegans. The significance of the extracellular localization of cathepsin D awaits further investigation.
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Characterization  of rcn-1, a calcipressin homologue in C. 
elegans

Jin  Lee 1 , Jaya Bandyopadhyay 1 , Tami Kingsbury 2 , Kyle 
Cunningham 2 , Joohong Ahnn 1

1Department of Life Sciences, Kwangju Institute of Science and Technology, , Kwangju 500-712, Korea
2Department of Biology, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218

     Calcipressins are a family of calcineurin regulating proteins
conserved from fungi to yeast to man.  They show binding, inhibiting,
and even transcription regulation of the calcium/calmodulin phosphatase
calcineurin, and also may play a role in Down Syndrome in humans.  A
calcipressin homologue, rcn-1, has been identified in C. elegans on
chromosome III in cosmid F54E7.
     A 3.1 kb upstream region of the genomic DNA of rcn-1 was cloned
into a GFP vector and expression was seen in wild-type worms. 
Expression was seen mainly in pharyngeal muscle, excretory cells, vulval
epithelial cells, ventral and dorsal nerve cords and commissures, head
sensory neurons, nerve ring, pre-anal and tail neurons and to a lesser
extent in hypodermal cells and intestine. High neuronal and pharyngeal
muscle expression is consistent with highly expressed levels of the
human homologue DSCR-1 (Down Syndrome Critical Region) in heart and
brain in mammals.
     Polyclonal antibodies were raised against the conserved region of
DSCR-1 (Down Syndrome Critical Region ), a human homologue of rcn-1 in
rabbit, and immunostaining with these antibodies was performed in C.
elegans.  We were able to observe expression in excretory cells, vulval
epithelial cells, ventral and dorsal nerve cords and commissures, head
sensory neurons, nerve ring, tail neurons, and hypodermal cells. This
expression not only confirms our previous GFP expression results, but
also shows the conservation of calcipressins from humans to C. elegans. 
Preliminary data of calcineurin GFP and antibody expression from our
laboratory has shown much overlap of expression between rcn-1 and
calcineurin showing a possible relationship between the two proteins. 
We hope to further delineate this relationship by biochemical analysis
of the two proteins.  Currently, we are also preparing to raise
antibodies against rcn-1 in rabbit.
     Northern blot analysis has confirmed a low-level of expression of a
1.0 kb mRNA transcript.  We are planning to conduct RNAi of rcn-1 and
will try to obtain deletion mutants by UV-TMP mutagenesis to observe
phenotypes.
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Microevolution  of vulval cell lineages within two nematode
genera : Caenorhabditis and Oscheius.

Marie  Delattre, Marie-Anne Félix, Etc.
Institut J.Monod. 2 place Jussieu. 75251 PARIS. France.

The cell lineage of Caenorhabditis elegans and some other nematodes is mostly invariant. Given this
invariance, one can wonder how a cell lineage can evolve. We have started a microevolutionary approach
by observing lineage variations of vulva precursor cells (VPCs) in different natural nematode populations :
13 strains of the C. elegans species and 5 different species in the Caenorhabditis genus, as well as 32
strains belonging to 3 different species of the Oscheius/Dolichorhabditis genus. 

Our results show that, within both genera, lineage variations between species and even between strains
of the same species occur mostly for VPCs that do not participate to the vulval invagination (VPCs with a
3° non-vulval fate). These cells are probably not under strong selection pressure and this could explain
the large variations observed at a small evolutionary timescale. 

In the reference strain C. elegans N2, the lineage of the P3.p cell is not invariant (Sulston and Horvitz,
1977). In 50% of N2 animals, P3.p is a true VPC : it is competent to form the vulva and divides once
before fusing with the surrounding hypodermis. In the other 50%, P3.p is not competent, does not divide
and fuses with the hypodermis. The percentage of occurrence of P3.p division varies between strains of
the C. elegans species (from 10% to 60%) and between species of the Caenorhabditis genus (from 0% to
100%). In the C. elegans N2 strain, P3.p division is correlated with the competence of the cell. However,
the correlation does not hold in the C. elegans strain CB4857, where P3.p divides in only 15% of the
animals whereas it is competent in about 60% (as determined by ablation of P(4-8).p in the L1 stage).
P3.p competence varies between Caenorhabditis species, suggesting that the size of the competence
group (controlled by lin-39 /bar-1 / lin-22 in C. elegans N2) has evolved between closely related species,
but that the program of cell division can be affected even between strains of the same species. 

Species of the Oscheius genus can be easily found in soil samples from around the world (much more
easily than Caenorhabditis species). Thus, we have been able to compare a large variety of strains in this
group. Variations mostly concern P4.p and P8.p lineages : these cells divide twice, once, or not at all, but
are always competent to replace the vulval cells P(5-7).p. Variations observed between strains of the
same species are larger in Oscheius sp.1 than in C. elegans. Therefore, we have undertaken a genetic
analysis between two pairs of strains of Oscheius sp. 1 that show distinct P4.p and P8.p lineages. For
each pair, at least three loci are involved in the phenotypic differences. We also find that variation at one
locus has a relatively strong effect on the phenotype (instead of small additive effects of many genes). 

Within both Caenorhabditis and Oscheius, a similar range of variations is found between strains of the
same species and between closely related species of the same genus. Thus, cell lineage variations
observed between species could be due to fixation of variants that segregate within species.
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Promoter  Dissection of C. elegans Hox Gene egl-5

Yingqi  Teng, Scott W. Emmons
Department of Molecular Genetics, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY 10461

C. elegans Hox gene egl-5 is involved in many cell-fate specification events in several tissues in the
posterior body region. Jointly with Lisa Girard and Paul Sternberg, we have undertaken an egl-5 promoter
dissection in order to understand how the complex egl-5 expression pattern is established. During male
tail development, egl-5 is activated in seam cell V6.ppp, which defines the fate of V6.ppp as the precursor
of three sensory rays, rays 4, 5, and 6. In an egl-5 null mutant, V6.ppp adopts the fate of its anterior
counterpart V6.pap, which produces rays 2 and 3. Another Hox gene, mab-5, activates egl-5 directly or
indirectly. However, MAB-5 is present all through the V6 cell lineage in both hermaphrodites and males.
Therefore, the temporally and spatially regulated, sex-specific expression pattern of egl-5in V6.ppp
remains unaccounted for.

 

To study the mechanism of regulation underlying such a precise expression pattern, we decided to
identify the regulatory sequence governing egl-5expression in the seam. We’ve compared the DNA
sequences of the 30kb intergenic region upstream of egl-5gene in C. elegans and C. briggasae by
blasting the two sequences against each other, and found that there are short stretches of noncoding
sequences within the egl-5promoter region that are well conserved between the two species. We have
somewhat arbitrarily numbered the longest of these conserved sequences 1-14 from distal to proximal. To
assign the function of these conserved sequences, we’ve made deletion constructs using a PCR-based
method with one of our egl-5::gfp reporters, EM#285, as template.  Based upon the criterion that deletion
of a lineage-specific enhancer will inactivate our egl-5 reporter expression in that lineage, we’ve roughly
mapped the enhancer of rectal epithelial cells to a region containing conserved sequences 7 and 8, and
the enhancer of male tail hypodermal cells to a region containing conserved sequences 9 and 10. 

 

We’ve also found that conserved sequences 11 and 12, which lie 3kb upstream of the translation initiation
site, are not only necessary for the expression of our reporter in the V6 lineage, but also sufficient to
replicate the expression pattern of egl-5 in the V6 lineage when linked to a Dpes-10::gfp
reporter. Sequences 11 and 12 lie right next to each other within a highly conserved 300bp region, which
implies that they are likely to share the function of the V6 lineage enhancer. The same region from C. 
briggasae gives exactly the same expression pattern driving Dpes-10::gfp, further suggesting that the
conserved sequences within this region represent the enhancer of the V6 lineage. We’ve found putative
binding sites within the region for several transcription factors including TRA-1 (thanks to M. Sohrmann of
the Sanger Center), POP-1 (TCF/LEF1 homolog), MAB-5/CEH-20 (Extradenticle homolog). Now we are
making deletions and point mutations to eliminate the binding sites and looking for changes in the
expression pattern of the reporter. Surprisingly, when we deleted the putative TRA-1 site, we got ectopic
reporter expression in anterior seam cells, ventral cord neurons and head neurons in both male and
hermaphrodite. We hypothesize that we have deleted another repressor binding site within or overlapping
with this TRA-1 site, and now we are trying to identify this repressor.
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egl-5 promoter analysis provides clues toward
understanding anterior/posterior addressing at the
cis-regulatory level

Lisa  Girard, Paul Sternberg
California Institute of Technology, Division of Biology 156-29, Pasadena, Ca 91125

The Hox genes encode a conserved set of transcription factors that are
essential for anterior/posterior patterning in many animals and are
expressed in a series of consecutive domains along this axis.  These
genes are almost always expressed in cells that are related by position
rather than lineage and mutations in these genes often result in the
transformation of one region to an adjacent one.  Hox genes are
typically found in clusters, with the order of the genes in the cluster
colinear with their order of expression along the anterior/posterior
axis, except for in C. elegans in which the order of two of the genes is
inverted.  In C. elegans, the Hox cluster contains a homolog of the
anterior group genes, ceh-13, which is most similar to labial in the
Drosophila HOM-C complex; two genes homologous to medial-group genes;
lin-39 (sex-combs reduced, deformed, proboscipedia); mab-5
(Antennapedia) and a homolog of the posterior group, egl-5
(Abdominal-B)(1).  Additionally, two more posterior homologs not
contained within the quasi-cluster, nob-1 and php-3, have been
characterized (2).  The expression of Hox genes in positionally-related
groups of cells raises interesting questions at the cis-regulatory
level.  Functional analysis of Hox gene promoters will help us
understand how positional cues are read and interpreted resulting in
correct anterior/posterior addressing along the body-length.  C. elegans
is ideal for such an analysis because fate-specification changes
consequential to small perturbations in these promoters can be observed
in individual cells, rather than the fields of cells as in many other
organisms.  To understand how cell-fate is specified in the posterior
region of the hermaphrodite by the egl-5 Hox gene, we have undertaken,
in a joint project with Yingqi Teng and Scott Emmons, a promoter
analysis of this gene.
egl-5 is expressed in the hermaphrodite specific neuron (HSN), body wall
muscle, posterior lateral microtubule neuron, PVC interneuron, M, V6,
the rectal epithelial cells K, F, B, U and the P12 neuroectoblast cell
(3).  The experiments described here focus on our progress delineating
cis-regulatory elements which direct expression in K, F, B, U and P12.
egl-5 and its adjacent Hox gene mab-5 are divergently transcribed with
approximately 30 kb between them.  A gfp translational fusion containing
approximately 13 kb of promoter was sufficient to direct expression in
K, F, B, U, P12 while a second construct, containing the most proximal 7
kb of promoter was not, suggesting that the 6 kb differential fragment
between the two may be sufficient to direct expression in these
cell-types.  We tested this 6 kb region fused to a heterologous pes-10
basal promoter driving gfp, and found that indeed it was sufficient.  We
then examined a series of egl-5 promoter truncations, with this 6 kb
piece as a starting point and identified a 1.3 kb region within the 6 kb
that is sufficient for expression.  Within this 1.3 kb fragment we
identified a 469 bp sub-fragment sufficient to drive gfp expression in
B, but not K, F, U, P12 and a 446 bp piece sufficient to drive
expression in K, but not F, B, U or P12.  F, U and P12 elements have
proven more difficult to define.
        The 1.3 kb region sufficient to drive gfp expression in K, F, B,
U, and P12 contains six sites (denoted here in distal to proximal order
as 1-6) in the range of 20-30 bp each which are conserved between C.
elegans and the closely related species C. briggsae.  There are several
notable consensus sites for trans-acting factors within these conserved
regions including a binding site for SOX5 and FORKHEAD in site 3.  The
six sites are arranged in two quasi-clusters, with approximately 300 bp
between the clusters.  Specific deletions of either 1, 2 and 3 or 4, 5
and 6 abolishes expression in K, F, B, U and P12 suggesting that
sequences in both clusters may be important for expression in these
regions.  One caveat of these types of experiments is that these
deletions could alter spacing in the promoter, disturbing
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enhancer-promoter interactions.  However, constructs which specifically
deleted 3, 4 and 5, removing a similar number of base pairs as the 1,2,3
and 4,5,6 constructs, and found that that expression in K, F, B, U and
P12 was not affected, suggesting that the spacing in this region is not
affected by deletions of this magnitude.  These conserved regions are
being further studied to assess their relative contributions to egl-5
expression in the rectal epithelial cells and P12.  The study of the
cis-regulation of egl-5 will reveal the natural taxonomy of differential
anterior/posterior addressing within C. elegans.
1. Salser, S.J. and Kenyon, C. (1994) Trends in Genetics 10, 159-164
2. Van Auken, K., Weaver, D.C., Edgar, L.G. and Wood, W.B. (2000) Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. 97(9), 4499-4503
3. Ferreira, H.B., Zhang, Y., Zhao, C. and Emmons, S.W. (1999) Dev.
Biol. 207, 215-228
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Reverse  genetic approach to identify genes required for
thermotaxis in C. elegans

Hitoshi  Inada, Hidetoshi Komatsu, Mikihiro Kosaki, Ikue Mori
Laboratory of Molecular Neurobiology, Division of Biological Science, Graduate School of Science,
Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-8602, Japan, and PRESTO, JST

C. elegans can sense and memorize temperature, and change its temperature response, depending on
the past experience. For example, after cultivation with sufficient food at 20 degree, C. elegans migrates
to its cultivation temperature (i.e. 20 degree C) and then moves isothermally on a thermal gradient without
food. In contrast, after cultivation without food for a few hours, C. elegans becomes to avoid its cultivation
temperature. This behavior is called thermotaxis. It has been previously shown by laser ablation
experiments that AFD thermosensory neurons, and their downstream neurons, AIY, AIZ and RIA
interneurons, are required for execution of normal thermotaxis. For example, killing AFD thermosensory
neurons results in athermotactic or cryophilic phenotype, and killing AIY or AIZ interneurons results in
cryophylic or thermophilic phenotype, respectively. Several mutants defective in thermotaxis have been
isolated. Of these, tax-4 and tax-2 show athermotactic phenotype, and both tax-4 and tax-2 gene were
found to encode two different subunits of cyclic nucleotide-gated cation channel (CNG channel), which
functions in several sensory neurons including AFD thermosensory neurons. The TAX-4/TAX-2 CNG
channel shows higher affinity to cGMP than cAMP, suggesting that cGMP acts as a second messenger in
thermosensory signal transduction. Thermotaxis must also require execution of some form of associative
learning between temperature and food. Recently, our laboratory has been isolating mutants designated
aho(abnormal hunger orientation), which are likely to be defective in mechanism of associative learning
between temperature and food.

The completion of C. elegans genome project makes us possible to systematically analyze the function
and development of the nervous system by reverse genetic approach. Among 19,000 genes that exist in
the C. elegans genome, about 1,700 genes are thought to function in the nervous system. In order to
dissect the molecular mechanism of thermotaxis, we have started to construct TMP/UV-induced deletion
mutants for the genes that likely function in neurons required for thermotaxis. Since (1) cGMP could be a
second messenger in thermosensation and (2) associative learning in thermotaxis can be established
only in a few hours (0.5 ~ 4 hr), implicating the importance of change in neuronal activity, we focus on
genes for (1) molecules related to cGMP signal transduction and (2) ion channels required for modulation
of neuronal activity. For the first aim, we plan to knockout genes for guanylyl cyclase (GC), cyclic
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE), and cGMP dependent protein kinase (PKG). In C. elegans, there
are at least 33 genes for GC, and at least two of these genes, gcy-8 and gcy-12, are expressed in AFD
thermosensory neurons. Also, there are several genes for PDE and a single gene for PKG. For the
second aim, we are paying attention to the following genes; 6 genes for voltage-gated chloride channel,
and 11 genes for transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channel. In any case, we first express
GFP-tagged proteins encoded by these genes in wild type animals and look for genes that are expressed
in neurons involved in thermotaxis circuit, before undertaking gene-knockout experiment. To date, we
screened about 1,200,000 genomes and obtained deletion mutants for GCY-12 and TRP ion channel.
These mutants showed nearly normal thermotaxis, but the gcy-12 mutant showed patial defect in
chemotaxis to AWC-sensed isoamyl alcohol. Normal thermotaxis in the gcy-12 mutant would probably
result from redundancy of gcy genes, which are expressed in AFD thermosensory neurons.
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RNAi  screen and functional analysis of genes required for
germline development

Momoyo  Hanazawa 1 , Makoto Mochii 2 , Naoto Ueno 3 , Yuji Kohara 4 ,
Yuichi Iino 1

1Molecular Genetics Research Laboratory, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan.
2Department of Developmental Biology, National Institute for Basic Biology, Okazaki 444-8585,
Japan.Present address: Department of Life Science, Faculty of Science, Himeji Institute of Technology,
Hyogo 678-1297, Japan.

3Department of Developmental Biology, National Institute for Basic Biology, Okazaki 444-8585, Japan.
4Genome Biology Laboratory, National Institute of Genetics, Mishima 411-8540, Japan.

We are interested in germline development in C. elegans. In order to identify genes involved in germline
development efficiently, we employed the Suppression Subtractive Hybridization (SSH) technique to
generate subtractive cDNA pools either enriched for or deprived of the cDNAs from germline tissues. We
then performed differential hybridization using these subtracted cDNA pools as probes on the
high-density cDNA grid, on which about 7,600 non-overlapping EST clones were spotted, to identify a set
of genes specifically expressed in the germline. One hundred and sixty-eight clones were then tested with
the RNAi technique. Of these, fifteen clones showed sterility with a variety of defects in germline
development, and other 21 clones showed embryonic and larval lethality. 

We focused on two of the clones that showed the sterility phenotype. RNAi using one clone, yk445a8,
caused sterility with underproliferative germ cells. This clone is derived from the T05G5.10 gene, which
encodes a homologue of eIF5A. eIF5A was originally isolated as a candidate translation initiation factor,
but recent studies have suggested a role in nuclear export of RNA. More recent studies show that it
interacts with exportin 4 and has putative RNA binding domains, which suggests a function as an export
adapter. C. elegans has another eIF5A homologue, F54C9.1. RNAi with a cDNA clone for this gene
caused a larval arrest phenotype. In situ hybridization and Northern analysis showed the germline-specific
expression pattern of T05G5.10 and the ubiquitous expression pattern of F54C9.1. We speculate that the
germline specific eIF5A may recognize a set of mRNAs essential for the proliferation of germ nuclei and
helps their export to the cytoplasm.

Another clone in which we are interested is yk519f1. It corresponds to the F35G12.10 gene, which
encodes a homologue of the ATP synthase b subunit. The RNAi worms had many germ nuclei arrested at
the pachytene stage and spermatocyte-like nuclei were often also observed. F35G12.10 shows a strong
similarity with another C. elegans gene, F02E8.1. Northern analysis of staged worms shows that
F35G12.10 is expressed in later larval stages and in adults and F02E8.1 is expressed at all stages. Now
we intend to determine if the germline-specific ATP synthase b subunit regulates the function of
mitochondria, which might in turn control the fates of germ nuclei.
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Monoclonal  Antibody MH33 Recognizes a Gut-specific
Intermediate Filament

Tetsunari  Fukushige, Jim McGhee
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, CANADA

        The monoclonal antibody MH33 was produced by Francis and
Waterston (1985) and detects a structure beneath the microvilli of
intestinal cells, probably the terminal web.  At the comma stage of
embryogenesis, staining is both apical and cytoplasmic; apical staining
becomes predominant in later stages up to the adult.  The MH33 staining
pattern differs from that produced by MH27, which recognizes a component
of the adherens junction at the basolateral side of gut cells.  To
identify the MH33 antigen, we screened a C. elegans expression library
(kindly provided by Dr.  B. Barstead) by using  MH33 antibody (kindly
provided by Drs. Hresko and Waterson) and isolated 24 positive clone
from ~ 100,000 plaques screened.  A cross hybridization experiment
indicated that these positive clones all encoded the same product. 
Several of the largest inserts were sequenced and identified gene
F10C1.7, which encodes an intermediate filament.  Dodement et al.,
(1994) had previously identified this protein as intermediate filament
b2.  Two observations suggest that we have indeed cloned the correct
gene.  (1) Westerns could easily detect a ~60kD band in extracts from
twenty worms carrying a complete transgene; (Francis and Waterston
(1991) originally reported that MH33 identifies bands at 62 and 64 kD,
and Dodement et al. showed that alternative splicing gives rise to two
forms of b2 that differ in size by ~ 2kD). (2) A five kb fragment from
the F10C1.7 5!-flanking region, fused to pPD96.04, drives gut specific
expression, starting at comma stage and continuing in all later stages. 
The MH33-detected gut-specific intermediate filament gene should be
useful as a marker of early gut development (the gene is a potential
direct target of elt-2, for example, and contains the usual suspiciously
located WGATAR sites) and as a probe of intestinal cell structure, in
particular the generation of apical-basal polarity during gut
development.
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Transcript  specific RNAi phenocopies two classes of mig-6 
mutant

Takehiro  Kawano, Joseph G. Culotti
Samuel Lunenfeld Research Institute of Mt. Sinai Hospital, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5G 1X5

In C. elegans hermaphrodites, the gonad acquires a U-shape by the directed migration of distal tip cells
(DTCs). They start migration at late L2 stage from the ventral mid body of the animal, and by late L4
stage they finish migration. The first phase of DTC migration is longitudinal migration along the ventral
muscle bands. The second phase is a circumferential migration, where DTCs migrate from ventral to
dorsal along the epidermis, then finally they migrate retrogradely along the dorsal muscle band back to
mid-body. Various mutants showing defects in different phases have been described. In gon-1, the first
longitudinal phase is defective and the DTC stays there forming a very short gonad, which is sterile (1). 
unc-5, unc-6, unc-40, and unc-130 have defects in the second phase. DTCs fail to migrate dorsally,
resulting in ventral reflection of the gonad arms (2,3). In mig-17, both longitudinal and circumferential
guidance are affected resulting in supernumerary turns of the DTC (4). 

We have characterized two phenotypic classes of mig-6 mutants. In conventional class 1 mutant, as
described previously (5), the first longitudinal migration is defective, but ventral to dorsal migration is
normal, which is partly similar to that of gon-1. By a large scale F1 screen for DTC migration mutants, we
have obtained a new class of mig-6 mutant (class 2). Heterozygotes of class 2 mutants display ventral
reflection of DTCs that is similar to the defect in unc-5, 6, 40, and 130. Interestingly, homozygotes of this
class 2 are embryonic/early larval-lethal but escapers have DTCs that wander along both body axes,
similar to mig-17. Thus, mig-6 affects all of the three phases of DTC migration but separately. 

Both classes of mig-6 are rescued by a genomic fragment containing a single locus. There are two
possible ORFs predicted by genome sequencing consortium and Yuji Kohara’s EST clones. The two
alternative transcripts, designated mig-6a and mig-6b, have the same exon structure down to exon 10
and have different 3’ extensions. Northern blot analysis revealed two mRNA species, corresponding to
the two predicted sizes. By designing dsRNA based on transcript specific 3’ sequence, each transcript
was disrupted independently or together. Quite surprisingly, it was shown that RNAi of mig-6b
phenocopied the class 1 mutant, and RNAi of mig-6a alone or together with mig-6b phenocopied class 2
mutant recessive phenotype. All four class 1 alleles are nonsense mutations that affect just the mig-6b
transcript. At least one of the class 2 mutations is a missense codon affecting both transcripts. Preliminary
results suggest that expression of the two transcripts is under distinct regulation. Hence the expression
patterns of the two transcripts, in addition to structural difference may define the class 1 and class 2 
phenotypes.

(1) Blelloch and Kimble (1999) Nature 399, 586-590 

(2) Hedgecock et al. (1990) Neuron 2, 61-85

(3) Nash et al. (2000) Genes & Development 14, 2486-2500

(4) Nishiwaki et al. (2000) Science 288, 2205-2208

(5) Hedgecock et al. (1987) Development 100, 365-382
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Identification  of Genes Required for Ventralward Axon
Guidance in C. elegans

Kazuko  Fujisawa, Joe Culotti
S.L. Research Institute of Mt. Sinai Hospital, 600 University Ave., Toronto M5G 1X5 Canada

UNC-5 and UNC-40 receptors act together to mediate repulsive responses to the UNC-6 guidance cue.
Attractive responses to UNC-6 also require UNC-40, but do not require UNC-5. Does UNC-40 require a
co-receptor for attractive responses to UNC-6, the way it requires a co-recptor (namely UNC-5) to
mediate repulsive responses to UNC-6? To look for mutations in such a hypothetical co-receptor for
attraction or in mechanisms that act in parallel with UNC-6 and UNC-40, we searched for mutants
specifically defective in ventralward guidance of the touch receptor axons AVM and PVM. The screen was
carried out in a genetic background partially compromised for UNC-40 function. This screen yielded 12
mutations representing 6 genes. Two are unc genes previously identified as affecting axon guidance of a
number of neurons (unc-44 and unc-51), while mutations in the other 4 genes are not Unc and only
appear to affect certain ventrally oriented axons. avm-1 (allele ev755) is on LGIII, avm-2 (allele ev756) is
on LGI, avm-3 (alleles ev740, ev741, ev742) is on LGX, and avm-4 (alleles ev750, ev751, ev752, ev753, 
ev754) is on LGI. We have rescued avm-3 with a fragment of cosmid C26G2 corresponding to the Slit
gene (F40E10.4), which encodes an axon guidance ligand for the SAX-3 receptor. The laboratory of Dr.
C. Bargmann (UCSF) is currently characterizing these mutations. We have also rescued avm-4 mutations
with overlapping cosmids F14B11 and F32A7, and further localized the rescuing region to a single open
reading frame. We have found that avm-4 mutations enhance AVM and PVM guidance defects of an 
unc-6 null allele, suggesting that AVM-4 functions in an axon guidance pathway that acts in parallel with
UNC-5, UNC-6, and UNC-40. We are currently determining in which cells this gene must function by
expression and mosaic analyses. We are also cloning and characterizing avm-1 and avm-2.
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All  available mutations in flp-1 also delete daf-10 sequences,
confounding phenotype interpretation

Michael  Ailion, James H. Thomas
Department of Genetics, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

Based on the details explained below, several of the phenotypes previously attributed to flp-1 mutants are
more likely to be caused by loss of daf-10. These include defects in osmotic avoidance (Osm), thermal
avoidance (Tav), nose-touch response (Not), wandering behavior, regulation of dauer formation, and
possibly regulation of egg-laying behavior in response to food signals. Defects in these behaviors are
characteristic of cilium-structure mutants, and could be easily accounted for by loss of daf-10. 

In surveying a variety of behavioral mutants for a dauer phenotype at 27°, we found that both flp-1 
deletion mutants, yn2 and yn4, have a moderate Daf-c phenotype at 27° and poor dauer recovery. Since
many 27° Daf-c mutants are hypersensitive to dauer pheromone, we tested flp-1(yn2) for response to
pheromone at 25°. Surprisingly, it formed no dauers in response to pheromone. Mutations in the dyf 
genes similarly lead to a Daf-d phenotype at 25° and a Daf-c phenotype at 27°. These mutants have
defects in the structure of the ciliated endings of sensory neurons, a defect which can be assayed by the
failure of these neurons to fill with fluorescent dyes. Thus, we performed FITC dye-filling assays on 
flp-1(yn2) and flp-1(yn4) and found that both mutants failed to exhibit dye-filling of any of the amphid or
phasmid neurons. 

flp-1 is not expressed in any of the amphid sensory neurons. Thus, we suspected that the flp-1 Dyf
phenotype was due to a background mutation present in both flp-1 strains. The two alleles are not
independent since they were isolated as deletions from the same parent strain which carries a Tc1
insertion just upstream of flp-1. We mapped the Dyf phenotype and found that it mapped to the right of 
unc-5 and was not separable from flp-1 (based on flp-1 movement phenotypes). The only candidate dyf
mutant in this region is daf-10. We found that flp-1(yn2) failed to complement daf-10(e1387) for the Dyf
phenotype, indicating that the flp-1 mutant strain also carries a mutation in daf-10. The flp-1 strains exhibit
a more severe dye-filling defect than daf-10(e1387), indicating that they are stronger alleles.

daf-10 is encoded by F23B2.4 (Steve Stone and Jocelyn Shaw, personal communication), the gene
immediately upstream of flp-1. Further inspection of the flp-1 deletions indicates that yn2 and yn4 both
delete the daf-10 promoter and from two to four exons of the predicted daf-10 coding sequence. The
original Tc1 used to isolate the flp-1 deletions appears to reside in the daf-10 gene, and both flp-1
deletion alleles are likely null for both genes. 

Although several of the sensory phenotypes of flp-1 mutants can be explained by loss of daf-10, it is likely
that several other phenotypes previously ascribed to flp-1 are bona fide flp-1 phenotypes. Specifically, 
flp-1 mutants have defects in movement and regulation of the active state of egg-laying that are not easily
explained by loss of daf-10. Furthermore, both of these phenotypes were rescued by flp-1(+) transgenes.
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GLC-3:  A fipronil and BIDN-sensitive, but
picrotoxinin-insensitive, L-glutamate-gated chloride channel
subunit from Caenorhabditis elegans.

Lucy  Horoszok 1 , Valerie Raymond 2 , David Sattelle 2 , Adrian 
Wolstenholme 1

1Department of Biology & Biochemistry, University of Bath, Bath BA2 7AY, UK
2MRC Functional Genetics Unit, Department of Human Anatomy & Genetics, University of Oxford, Oxford
OX1 3QX, UK

Glutamate-gated chloride channels (GluCl) are a class of ligand-gated
ion channel receptor found only in invertebrates, including nematodes.
They are the targets of the avermectin/milbemycin anthelmintics,
including ivermectin. Four C. elegans genes (glc-1, glc-2, avr-14 [which
has also been called gbr-2] and avr-15) have been demonstrated to encode
GluCl subunits. A further predicted C. elegans gene, ZC317.3, has high
sequence identity to the GluCl genes. We have cloned and expressed the
gene product and shown that it does indeed encode a further GluCl
subunit. We have therefore named the gene glc-3. 

Expression of glc-3 cRNA in Xenopus oocytes resulted in the formation of
homo-oligomeric L-glutamate-gated chloride channels with robust and
rapidly desensitising currents, an EC50 of 1.9mM and a Hill coefficient
of 1.5. GABA, glycine, histamine and NMDA all failed to activate the
GLC-3 homo-oligomer at concentrations of 1mM. Ivermectin directly and
irreversibly activated the L-glutamate-gated channels with an EC50 of
0.4microM. The channels were selective for chloride ions, as shown by a
shift in the reversal potential for L-glutamate-gated currents after the
reduction of external Cl- from 107.6mM to 62.5mM. These properties are
similar to those of other GluCl alpha subunits encoded by the avr-14 and
avr-15 genes.

Picrotoxinin, a non-competitive antagonist of most other native and
recombinant GluCl, failed to inhibit L-glutamate agonist responses at
concentrations up to 1mM. However, the polycyclic dinitrile,
3,3-bis-trifluoromethyl-bicyclo[2,2,1]heptane-2,2-dicarbonitrile (BIDN),
completely blocked L-glutamate-induced chloride currents recorded from
oocytes expressing GLC-3 with an IC50 of 0.2microM. The phenylpyrazole
insecticide, fipronil, reversibly inhibited L-glutamate-gated currents
recorded from the GLC-3 receptor with an IC50 of 11.5microM. BIDN and
fipronil have previously been reported to be specific blockers of
GABA-gated channels. This antagonist pharmacology differs from that
reported for the other GluCl alpha subunits.
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VEGF-like  Receptors in C. elegans

Gratien  Dalpe 1 , LiJia Zhang 1 , Enza Colonna 2 , Marina Tarsitano 2 ,
Paolo Bazzicalupo 2 , Tetsunari Fukushige 3 , Jim McGhee 3 , Joe 
Culotti 1 , Graziella Persico 2

1Samuel Lunenfeld Research Institute, Mount Sinai Hospital,, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
2 International Institute of Genetics and Biophysics, Naples, Italy
3Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Calgary,, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

        We have previously described a C. elegans gene with significant
similarity to VEGF-like growth factors from mammals (Tarsitano et al.,
WBG 16(2) page 36 (1999)).The next step was to look for potential
VEGF-like receptors.  A second motivation was that neuropilin, a cell
surface glycoprotein that acts as a receptor for collapsin/semaphorin
and is involved in axon guidance, also acts as a receptor for some
members of the VEGF family of ligands.  Popovici et al. (Genome Research
(1999a) 9, 1026-1039) have collected some 28 sequences from the C.
elegans genome that show significant similarity to receptor mammalian
tyrosine kinase receptors.  Among this collection, they point out four
genes with similarity to mammalian VEGF receptors.  Moreover, they have
reported that one of these genes (T17A3.1) is expressed in head and tail
neurons, including neurons of the amphid and phasmid (WBG 16(1) page 41
(1999b)).
        We have focused on a tandem pair of VEGFR-like genes found on
cosmid F59F3 (X chromosome).  Sequence alignments (see also Popovici et
al., 1999a) show anywhere from 22-33% amino acid identity (38-48%
similarity) to VEGF Receptors 1 and 2, as well as to PDGF receptors A
and B.  Although presumably the result of a gene duplication event, the
two genes (F59F3.5 and F59F3.1) show only 43% amino acid identity (59%
similarity) to each other.  Northern blots show that mRNAs have the size
predicted from AceDB.
        To determine expression pattern, we fused 4 or 5 kb of
5’-flanking region of each gene to one of Andy Fire’s GFP/lacZ reporter
constructs and produced a number of transgenic strains.  At least as
monitored by GFP, the upstream gene (F59F3.5) is expressed intensely in
the gut, beginning in the embryo, and in only a few cells outside of the
gut.  Expression of the downstream gene (F59F3.1), again as monitored by
GFP, begins in the gut as early as the 4E-8E cell stage and expression
remains intense in the gut of later stages.  However, beginning roughly
at the start of morphogenesis phase, high levels of expression are seen
in many, possibly most, cells of the embryo; expression declines by
hatching but in L1 larvae, expression can easily be detected in neurons
and hypodermis along with many other cells.  Expression declines rapidly
thereafter (possibly complicated by reporter protein perdurance) but
with gut expression remaining strong.  The Kohara data base also reports
strong gut expression.  A developmental Northern also shows highest
expression in embryos.
        A probable knockout of the downstream gene (F59F3.1) has been
isolated (deletion of exons 2,3 and part of 4, leading to loss of
N-terminal immunoglobulin domains). The only obvious phenotype is an
ectopic male ray 1 (anterior to the normal ray 1 position) and a short
ray 3. The penetrance of these defects is roughly 30% and 10%,
respectively.  RNAi attempts only allow us to say that there is no
obvious embryonic phenotype, despite the rather intense embryonic
expression.   A deletion that should remove the kinase domain of the
upstream gene (F59F3.5) is in the last steps of sib-selection. 
        The future will include making antibodies, both to define
expression patterns in more detail and to investigate localization
within the expressing cells.  Is there any reason to think that these
receptors interact with the previously described VEGF-like ligand?  What
are the receptors doing in the early gut and why is there such a burst
of widespread expression during morphogenesis?  Finally, similar ray
defects have been observed in mutants of semaphorin 1a and plexin 1a
(Dalpe, Ginzburg, and Culotti, in preparation) and we plan to make and
examine the appropriate double mutants with the latter genes.
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smu-2 affects the alternative splicing of unc-52 pre-mRNA
and is homologous to a mammalian spliceosome-associated 
protein

Angela  Spartz, Jocelyn Shaw, Robert Herman
Department of Genetics, Cell Biology, and Development, University of Minnesota. St. Paul, MN 55108

Mutations in smu-2 were isolated as extragenic suppressors of the synthetic lethal phenotype of mec-8 
unc-52(viable) double mutants. The smu-2 mutations also suppress other phenes of mec-8 mutants, such
as mechanosensory and chemosensory defects, apparently by a bypass mechanism; mec-8 encodes a
putative RNA binding protein that affects the accumulation of certain alternatively-spliced transcripts of 
unc-52 and other genes (Lundquist et al. Development 1996 122: 1601-1610). Finally, smu-2 mutations
suppress the uncoordination conferred by nonsense mutations in exon 17 but not exon 18 of unc-52. We
hypothesized that smu-2 encodes a factor that regulates the splicing of various target genes, at least
some of which are also targets of splicing control by MEC-8. Indeed, our RT-PCR experiments indicate
that mutation in smu-2 leads to enhanced skipping of exon 17 but not exon 18 of unc-52 pre-mRNA.

We identified smu-2 by positional cloning and transformation rescue. We rescued the smu-2 mutant
phenotype (recessive suppression of unc-52 and mec-8) with the YAC Y37F3 and with a long-range PCR
product that contained the single gene Y49F6B.4. We also found that a construct containing 2 kb of the
promoter region of Y49F6B.4 inserted 5’ to a full length cDNA (YK563h8) rescued smu-2(mn416) and that
a frameshift mutation introduced in the same construct abolished rescue. Finally, we identified sequence
alterations in Y49F6B.4 associated with all three known smu-2 mutations.

Database searches showed that smu-2 is 37% identical to a mammalian nuclear protein called RED. The
similarities between these proteins occur throughout their full extents. SMU-2 is the only protein with
significant similarity to RED in the C. elegans genomic sequence database. Neubauer et al. (Nat. Genet.
1998 20: 46-50) identified RED in purified human splicesomes using mass spectrometry and peptide
sequencing. The stringent conditions under which the spliceosomes were isolated--proteins transiently
associated with spliceosomes were not isolated--suggest that RED is tightly associated with the
spliceosome. RED was named after the most distinctive feature of the protein, a domain consisting of
alternating basic (arginine) and acidic residues (aspartic and glutamic acid). RED domains are similar to
RD domains that consist mainly of arginine and glutamic acid di-peptide repeats. RD domains have been
found in a number of proteins that associate with the spliceosome. The human RED domain has diverged
from SMU-2’s RED domain--SMU-2 contains far more RD di-peptide repeats, and in addition it contains
five serine residues. Surprisingly, Drosophila and Arabidopsis homologues do not contain a RED domain
at all, although there is high conservation in regions outside this domain.

None of our three smu-2 mutations is a molecular null. mn416 is a 3’ splice site mutation, mn610 is a
single base pair deletion in the last quarter of the protein, and mn611 is a rearrangement with a
breakpoint in the last quarter of the protein; thus, both mn610 and mn611 are predicted to make the
N-terminal three-quarters of the protein, including the RED domain. We gained further evidence that
these mutations are not null when we did transformation rescue experiments using long-range PCR
products generated from mutant DNA templates: mutant DNA was able to rescue the smu-2 phenotype,
presumably as a consequence of overexpression. We did RNAi experiments to see if we could detect a
more severe smu-2 phenotype. When we injected smu-2 dsRNA (including the RED domain) into 
unc-52(ts) mutants, we mimicked the smu-2 mutant phenotype: over 98% suppression of unc-52 and no
embryonic lethality.

We have monitored expression of a rescuing smu-2::gfp reporter construct: the SMU-2::GFP is a nuclear
protein that is ubiquitously expressed at all stages of development.
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An attempt to slow aging in C. elegans. 18. No effect of
sodium fusidine

Vladimir  V. Bakaev
Box 45, Novosibirsk, 630107, Russia E-mail: bakaev@online.nsk.su

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of different concentrations of  sodium fusidine  in
water solutions  on nematode life span.  In this experiment sodium fusidine was  used  in following 
dilutions: 1:103 ,1:104 ,1:105 ,1:106 ,1:107  and 1:108 . Three adult animals (3 - 5 days old) were kept in
microtitre wells containing  0,75  ml of liquid  medium  (with E. coli and without sodium fusidine) during 4
hours, then they  were  discarded and newborn larvae were transferred in next wells (with sodium fusidine
in any concentration) every day  (one  worm in one well) beginning from third day.  This investigation was
carried out in temperature +210C and in  the  darkness. The obtained results are presented in the
following table.

Concentration of sodium fusidine n Longevity (days)
Mean±S.E.Maximal

Control 36 9,47±0,76 21
1:103 3610,03±0,81 23

1:104 36 9,44±0,88 25

1:105 36 8,72±0,51 18

1:106 36 9,86±0,94 26

1:107 36 8,86±0,73 24

1:108 36 8,86±0,73 15

 

 

Conclusion: If sodium fusidine solution was applied to C. elegans,  it  was not able to increase their mean
as well as maximal longevity in comparison with control.

Acknowledgment: The  author wishes to express his thanks to CGC for providing C. elegans (Bristol, N2)
and E. coli OP50.
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An attempt  to slow aging in C. elegans. 19. A positive effect
of 1-butylbiguanide hydrochloride

Vladimir  V. Bakaev
Box 45, Novosibirsk, 630107, Russia E-mail: bakaev@online.nsk.su

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of different concentrations of 1-butylbiguanide
hydrochloride (this medicine is widely used for treatment of patients with diabetes mellitus) in water 
solutions on nematode life span.  In this experiment 1-butylbiguanide hydrochloride was used  in 
following dilutions: 1:103 ,1:104 ,1:105 ,1:106 ,1:107  and 1:108 . Three adult animals (3 - 5 days old) were
kept in microtitre wells containing  0,5  ml of liquid  medium  (with E. coli and without 1-butylbiguanide
hydrochloride) during 4 hours,  then they  were  discarded  and newborn larvae were transferred in next
wells (with 1-butylbiguanide hydrochloride in any concentration) every day  (one  worm in one well)
beginning from third day.  This investigation was carried out in temperature +210C and in  the  darkness.

The obtained results are presented in the following table.

Concentration of 1-butylbiguanide hydrochloride n Longevity (days)
Mean±S.E. Maximal

Control 12 14,25±1,30 23
1:103 12 13,08±0,70 22

1:104 12 17,58±1,01 29

1:105 12 15,75±0,86 24

1:106 12 15,58±0,91 23

1:107 12 15,33±0,89 24

1:108 12 14,00±0,62 23

 

Conclusion: If 1-butylbiguanide hydrochloride solution was applied to C. elegans,  it was  able to increase
their mean (by 23,37%, p<0,05) as well as maximal longevity in comparison with control in dilution of 
1:104 .

Acknowledgment: The author  wishes to express his thanks to CGC for providing C. elegans (Bristol, N2)
and E. coli OP50.
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